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ABSTRACT
When the design processes is executed, an existing
axiomatic design becomes a coupled design when the
Independence Axiom (Axiom 1) is unsatisfied. If needed,
designers are supposed to redesign from the beginning, which
can be very troublesome. The LDU method, presented in this
paper, is an easy way to revise design problems and proceed
with design processes. The LDU method adopts the LDU
decomposition method from linear algebra in axiomatic
design, which is applied to the design matrix. When the design
matrix is determined to be a coupled design, the design matrix
is decomposed into a lower triangular matrix, diagonal matrix,
and upper triangular matrix. These decomposed matrices are
converted to decoupled designs through Functional
Requirements (FRs*) and Design Parameters (DPs*), which
are obtained by the FRs and DPs of the coupled design. In
order words, the LDU method can convert a coupled design
into an uncoupled design through the FRs* and DPs*.
Keywords: axiom, LDU method, decomposition

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 THE INDEPENDENCE AXIOM IN AXIOMATIC
DESIGN [Suh,1990; Suh 2001]
An axiom is always considered to be true without any
evidence of disproof or exceptions. In Axiomatic Design,
there are two axioms that determine the design quality when
designing products. The first axiom is the independence
axiom, which maintains the independence of the FRs. The
second axiom is the minimization of the design’s information
content. The first axiom is the one discussed in this paper.
The independence axiom describes the independence of the
functional requirements during the design processes. In other
words, changing the DPs should maintain the independence
of the FRs through concrete physical selections. Uncoupled
designs, which allow for complete independence between the
FRs and DPs, and path dependent decoupled designs, can
solve design problems without altering the design plans. For
the case of the FRs and DPs within a coupled design, there
exist unique FRs, which lack flexibility and violate Axiom 1.
Therefore, a coupled design is determined to be an
unsatisfactory design and, therefore, needs to be revised.

1.2 LDU DECOMPOSITION [Anton and Busby, 2003;
Thomas, 2006]
LDU decomposition is defined as a process to build a
square matrix, “A”, via the multiplication of three matrices, L
(lower triangle matrix), D (diagonal matrix), and U (upper
triangle matrix). Therefore, “A” can be expressed in terms of a
3X3 square matrix as shown in equation (1)
(1)

Using this method, the number of unknowns “n”, can be
solved using “n” linear equations in the form of Ax=b. If
most matrices are composed of zero and nonzero
components centered around a diagonal line, then the
problem can be more easily solved using the Gauss-Jordan
elimination method, which is the general solution for a linear
system. Merits of the LDU decomposition method are used
in axiomatic design when there are design problems due to the
coupled design.

2 SOULUTION FOR COUPLED DESIGN
2.1 EXISTING PROCESS IN AXIOMATIC DESIGN

Figure 1. Flow chart for the existing process in axiomatic
design.
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The above flow chart deemonstrates th
he existing deesign
pro
ocesses by employing Axiom
A
1. When
W
Custo
omer
Reqquirements (C
CRs) occur, dessigners then seet the FRs andd the
DP
Ps, followed byy the mappingg process for both
b
the FRs and
DP
Ps. Then, the design
d
matrix is made and tested in ordeer to
dettermine whetther it comp
plies with Axiom
A
1. Upon
U
com
mpliance with
h Axiom 1, itt follows a deesignated proccess.
Wh
hen the design
n matrix doess not comply with Axiom 1, it
seleects new DPs followed by the
t mapping processes
p
of DPs
D
andd FRs. Then, a revision is made
m
to the uncoupled design
n or
deccoupled design
n so that the mapping
m
resultts satisfy Axiom
m 1.
Th
his method demonstrates th
he designer’s goal
g
but does not
pro
ovide a clear path for solvving the given
n problem andd is,
theerefore, considdered to be thiss method’s lim
mitation.

2.2
2 LDU METHOD [Anton and Busby, 2003; Thomas, 2006]
2
The LDU method
m
is a way to solve design probllems
thrrough a design
n matrix obtaiined from the Mapping Ressults
of the FRs and DPs
D within th
he Axiomatic Design
D
and LD
DUoblems can be
Deecomposition procedure. Design pro
app
proached with a 2X2 Design
n Matrix, as sho
own in Figure 2.

Figure 3. Flo
ow chart for tthe LDU metthod process.

2.4
4 SCHEMATIC EXPRESSIION
Figure 4 Sho
ows a pictorial expression off the design isssues
giveen in Figure 2. Solution processes uttilizing the LDU
L
metthod are show
wn from Figuree 5 to Figure 7.
7 Figure 5 sho
ows
the pictorial pressentation of th
he FRs* settin
ng using DPs and
ngular matrix obtained thrrough the LDU
L
the upper trian
w
the desiggn matrix. Figgure 6 depicts the
deccomposition within
DP
P’s* setting usiing the previo
ously determin
ned FRs* and the
diaggonal matrix. Figure 7 show
ws the pictorrial expression
n on
how
w the final FRs,
F
obtained through the lower trianggular
mattrix, and DPss* were determ
mined in the previous proccess,
and
d can be solvedd for using thee decoupled deesign.

hod (in a 2*2 Matrix).
Figure 2. LDU Meth
m
of th
he FRs and DPs is complette, it
When the mapping
can
n be expresseed mathematiically via mattrices as follo
ows:
FR
Rs=A·DPs, A=L·D·U. andd FRs=L·D·U
U·DPs. Design
ners
usin
ng this matheematical formuula set the FRs* and DPs*, and
all design probleems can then
n be convertedd to a decoup
pled
dessign.

Figure 4. Sch
hematic diagrram of FRs and
a DPs for a
coupled
d design.

2.3
3 LDU METH
HOD –APPLICATION [Kim
m et al., 2001;
Hwang ett al., 2002]
Wh
hen designers solve design problems
p
usingg axiomatic deesign
in compliance with
w
Axiom 1 and get an
a uncoupledd or
n, they do not need to revisee their designs and
deccoupled design
can
n instead movee forward with
h their design processes.
p
Forr the
casse of a couplled design, deesigners can easily
e
revise their
t
pro
oblem using the LDU method
m
by seetting the FR
Rs*,
satiisfying FRs*=
=U·DPs and DPs*
D
and sattisfying FRs*=
=D1·D
DPs*. Then, th
he designers get
g FRs=L·DP
Ps* with newlyy-set
DP
Ps* and the deesign problem
m can be reviseed to a decoup
pled
dessign. This is illlustrated in the flow chart sh
hown in Figurre 3.
Deesigners can prrovide solutio
ons using the method
m
shown
n in
Figgure 3 with couupled design problems.
p

Figure 5. Scheematic diagraam of FRs* frrom DPs und
der
m
The diagram on th
he right is draw
awn
thee triangular matrix.
with
w the coord
dinates transfo
ormed from the
t diagram on
o
the left.
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Fiigure 6. Schematic diagram
m of DPs* frrom FRs* and
da
diagonaal matrix.

In the existin
ng design prob
blems, designeers find their goal
g
by finding the FRs
F
in the ggiven CRs, whereas
w
the LDU
metthod reaches its original go
oal via the FR
Rs* and Goal** as
determined by th
he upper trian
ngular matrix and
a the DPs and
f
the CRs. This is the method
m
for solvving
nott conjectured from
the problems concerning coup
pled designs, and solutions are
n in Figure 8. D
Designers use the initial DPs to
picttorially shown
reacch the Goal* of FRs*, wh
hich is set th
hrough the up
pper
mattrix and DPs, and then thee diagonal mattrix and FRs* are
utillized to definee the DPs*. T
The design pro
oblems are sollved
by reaching
r
the in
nitial goal.

3 APPLICATI
A
ON – HYBR
RID CAR

Figure 7. Sch
hematic diagrram of FRs and
a DPs* for a
decoupleed design.

2.5
5 MULTI-SOLUTION VIEW
W OF THE LD
DU METHOD
D
The LDU method show
ws a variety of solutionss to
dessigners who arre having comp
pliance problems with Axiom
m 1,
since they are ab
ble to find all solutions in the
t LDU metthod
ncerning redessign problems. We are goingg to present th
hree
con
solution directio
ons using th
he LDU meethod on deesign
oblems.
pro
First, the LDU methodd suggests the
t
direction of
revvisions for thee DPs. This is
i the basic application
a
of the
LD
DU method. The
T first step
p of the desiign matrix, A,
A is
exp
pressed as three multtiplied matriices via LDU
L
deccomposition. Then
T
the FRs and DPs are converted
c
to FRs*
F
andd DPs* and so
olving problem
ms of FRs via DPs* can con
nvert
pro
oblems into deecoupled desiggn problems.
Second, thee LDU meth
hod shows th
he FR revisiions.
Insstead of usingg the whole LD
DU method process,
p
it stop
ps in
thee middle of the
t process an
nd solves anyy issues. In other
o
wo
ords, designers set new FRss* by using an
n upper trianggular
maatrix and the DPs
D and get a new expressio
on, FRs*=U DPs.
D
Th
hen, problems are convertedd to decoupledd design probleems.
Deesigners shouldd confirm wheether the chan
nged FRs* can
n be
set in the originaal CRs. Witho
out this confirrmation, design
ners
ms.
gett solutions whiich do not mattch the problem
Third, desiggn problems can
c be solvedd with a two-step
pro
ocess by settting the Goaal* in solvingg coupled deesign
pro
oblems. The goal
g
is definedd as the ultimate destination
n of
thee design which
h designers set in their design
ns.

Now we are going to applly the LDU method
m
to a hyb
brid
car.. The car is equuipped with a combustion engine, motor, and
batteries, and, fo
or the sake o
of its environ
nmentally-frien
ndly
pow
wer source, it is termed a hyybrid car. In designing
d
a hyb
brid
car,, designers useed the existingg CRs, even th
hough this car will
be manufactureed with tw
wo constrain
nts as follo
ows:
hese
envvironmentally friendly and low emission standard. Th
con
nstraints are not
n CRs, and designers can design it likee an
ord
dinary car.
FR1: Drive
FR2: Start
DP1: Combuustion Engine
DP2: Motor
However, tw
wo car designss are shown in
n Figure 9 as two
mattrices.

Figuree 9. Design m
matrix of automobile
As can be seen
s
in the ddesign matrices, a motor in
n an
ord
dinary car is a decoupled deesign and takes the function
n of
starrting a car, thuus, the design p
w
processes can be executed with
no revisions neccessary to the original desiggn. On the otther
han
nd, for the case of a hybridd car design, a motor has two
fun
nctions, which are starting tthe car and employing
e
drivving
mecchanisms, andd designers havve problems duue to the coup
pled
dessign along with
h redesign issuees.
By employin
ng the LDU m
method presen
nted in this paaper,
dessigners can revvise their desiigns without any problemss of
axio
oms and can th
hen execute th
heir design pro
ocesses.

Figure
F
10. Sollution for a co
oupled design
n in hybridcaar
using LDU method
Fig
gure 8. Solution of the cou
upled design problem usin
ng a
multii-goal.

Figure 10 presents how
w a coupled design can be
tran
nsformed into a decoupled ddesign by usingg a power sharring
con
ntrol unit andd a battery, which are reevised DPs* and
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determined by way of an upper triangular matrix, diagonal
matrix, and lower triangular matrix within the hybrid car
design.

4 APPLICATION – ONE TIME USE CAMERA
[Su et al. 2003]
The design problems of a one-time-use camera are
adapted from Su et al. [2003]. Among the 6X6 design
problems in the above mentioned journal, we will
demonstrate how to solve coupled design problems with a
3X3 matrix by employing our LDU method. FRs, DPs, and
related matrices are given below.
FR1: Able to advance film
FR2: Able to show the amount of film left or pictures
taken
FR3: Able to take picture
DP1: Rolling mechanism
DP2: Wheel counter mechanism
DP3: Shutter mechanism

Figure 11. Design matrix of one time use camera
As can be seen in the design matrix, the DP3 item does
not influence FR2, which shows a typical coupled design form
of the design matrix. The design problems in the original
paper do not give concrete parameters for the DPs. Even with
this design case, designers have to revise their designs in order
to execute their design processes. The LDU method can solve
this kind of design problem via revising designs and
complying with axioms in the design processes, as shown in
figure 12.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
When executing the design processes using the existing
axiomatic method, designers are supposed to redesign if their
designs do not comply with Axiom 1. By utilizing the LDU
method presented in this paper, designers are given the tools
to discover ways to revise their designs without having
compliance problems with Axiom 1. Also, this method will
give designers solutions for coupled design problems when in
the middle of the design processes.
However, this method is still is not ideal because when one of
the FRs affects other DPs in the same way as when using the
LDU method, its design matrix cannot use LDU decomposition
like a coupled design case. The solution to this type of problem
must be studied and developed in more detail.

Figure 12. Solution for coupled design in a one-time-use camera using the LDU method.

